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FOR: Avathar the game and Avatar online game. Designed

by James Cameron, Avatar Online is a massively multiplayer
online game that's set on the infinite taiga, the lush

environment of Pandora. Avatar. A digital art project that
merges the worlds of cinema and fiction. Starring Sam
Worthington, Zoe Saldana, Giovanni Ribisi, Michelle

Rodriguez, Sigourney Weaver, and Stephen Lang. Directed
by James Cameron and Jon Landau (story) & David
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traditional shooters, which have levels that are split into left
and right halves, Avatar Online has a single three dimensional
level. The game is set in the massive open world of Pandora.

Players take control of one of five species, taking part in
various missions, and are able to unlock a variety of skills and
create customised weapons and vehicles. Avatar Online. An

Online FPS by Propel Development team. Avatar Online
offers a massive array of planets, species and powerful

weapons and vehicles to explore, develop and ultimately
destroy
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